a boat you will be proud to sail and own!

FEATURES:

- EXCELLENT JUNIOR YACHT CLUB TRAINER.
- HAS SAFETY AND STABILITY.
- SIMPLE CAT RIG, ADD SPINNAKER FOR ADVANCED TRAINER.
- DEVELOPS SKILL AND CONFIDENCE.
- EASY MAINTENANCE — WE STOCK ALL MATERIALS AND PARTS FOR REFINISH OR REPAIR.
- LOW INITIAL COST PLUS HIGH RE-SALE — ONE OF THE LEAST EXPENSIVE ONE-DESIGNS.
- MAY BE FINANCED OR PURCHASED ON LAYAWAY PLAN.
- A PRACTICAL FINISH WITH MINIMUM OF BRIGHT WORK.
- ALL STOCK COLORS FOR EASY SELECTION OR REORDER.

$36950
COMPLETE WITH SAIL MANILA RIGGED

PARTIAL LIST OF YACHT CLUBS AND CAMPS FEATURING Turnabout®

LIST OF CAMPS SPONSORING TURNABOUT


 LOA — 9’8”
 Beam — 5’3”
 Spar — 18’
 Approx. wt. 200 lb.
 Cat Rig
 Metal Centerboard
 Sail Area — 60 sq. ft.
 Spinnaker optional

TURNABOUT® may be sailed, rowed, or outboard powered. A strict amateur may sail with complete confidence — the most reasonable way to begin sailing. Room for all the family.

HAROLD R. TURNER
Boat Builders & Dealers
ROUTE 1A PARKER RIVER
NEWBURY, MASS.

Telephone HOMestead 5-0722